WHERE NO STARTUP STANDS ALONE

Twilio & GAN:
Great Allies
Deciding to Partner with GAN
Innovation can happen anywhere, not just in startup
hotspots like San Francisco, New York, and London.
Twilio has a team of 10 people focused on startup
engagement, and I think we’re one of the larger
community teams out there.

“

Tony Blank

We’re trying to help startups everywhere,
so partnering up with an organization
like GAN that can vet all of the programs
around the world is a huge benefit. It
means we don’t have to spend our time
doing that, which helps us address a
much larger market of startups, and
saves us valuable resources.

We would probably need to hire another person to go out
and identify all these quality programs if it weren’t for GAN.
The knowledge sharing that GAN provides amongst
the Partner Network has also been really valuable for us—
mainly so we can benchmark ourselves and our goals. It’s
been valuable data for me take and have some internal
discussions around continually improving our program.
Overall, GAN is an ally and a partner that connects us with
startups at the right time, so we can provide the most value.”

GAN Partner

WHERE NO STARTUP STANDS ALONE

Engaging the GAN Community
“GAN does a fantastic job of communicating our value to both the Managing Directors and Program
Managers of GAN Accelerators as well as the founders and teams within those programs. When we
can walk into a program, we know there’s alignment between our team, our culture, our values, and
the program we visit, so I always know it’s going to be a fantastic day. I’m really thankful GAN can
set those expectations with the founders ahead of time. It’s been a game-changer for how we
engage with accelerators.”

Twilio’s Startup Experience
“[Our technology] is only as cool as the stuff people build on top of it. It’s not the most sexy thing,
but what is sexy is building stable, healthy businesses that make money. Those are the stories we
like to tell. We love to be there along the way and provide support and mentorship to startups. We
want to hear about their successes, as well as their hurdles. If we can turn a startup’s journey into
stories that help other users, that’s a big win. It helps us show the value of list building and digital
engagement channels.”

ABOUT GAN

Building relationships with startups, accelerators, and startup studios can take years of time, travel,
and uncertain investment. With GAN's curated community, you’ll scale your reach to vetted, relevant
users who will rapidly adopt and build around your products. Here are the top three reasons why our
partners like Tony love the GAN experience:

Global Reach

Curated Quality

Unrivaled Efficiency

It takes intention and
presence to build meaningful
relationships. With GAN, you’ll
scale your reach overnight,
gaining access to over 13,000
startups, 120 accelerators, a
growing network of startup
studios, plus corporate peers.

You can’t risk investing in
someone of suspect quality
and values. Our community
represents the most respected
leaders in their ﬁeld, and every
GAN Startup has been vetted,
resourced, and mentored to
ensure their long-term success.

Time is your most precious
asset, and working harder
won’t always get the results
you need. GAN multiplies
your time and budget, and
brings focus to your efforts.
That means you can wait to
hire staff, and avoid allnighters.

Like what you’re reading?
Reach out to us at partners@gan.co.
We’d love to share more stories like Tony’s,
and start connecting your team to relevant,
vetted startups, accelerators, and studios.

